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In the first section of this paper, we investigate the validity of the Krull 
intersection theorem in the context of right and left noetherian rings satisfying 
Theorem 1, for example, rings satisfying a polynomial identity. Krull’s 
theorem states that if M is a finitely generated module over a commutative 
noetherian ring R and I is any ideal, then 
,o? 
( ) 
n AYI~ I = fi L5.~~k 
.n.=l : ?Z.=l 
Although the theorem fails for arbitrary ideals in even very nice noetherian 
rings, for example R = :?I = (f 5) and I = (8” ,g), p and q distinct primes, 
me are able to prove it for certain ideals (including the Jacobson radical). We 
also prove it for arbitrary ideals when the ring is a finite module over a 
complete local subring of the center (e.g., group ring A[GJ, where G is finite 
and d is the p-adic integers). 
In Section 2, me investigate higher intersections of powers of an ideal. 
Following the notation introduced by Bergman in [4], we let 
Ia = fi I”, Irnx+l= (I&)“, and 1~8 = n I~* 
?Z=l CX<L3 
if j3 is a limit ordinal. It is clear that 1”‘” stabilizes eventually at the largest 
idempotent ideal contained in I. We show that if R satisfies Theorem 1 
and I is contained in all but n maximal ideals, Iw’L’l is idempotent. We also 
show that if R is commutative noetherian and reduced, I is any ideal without 
idempotent elements, and 72 is the minimum of the number of maximal ideals 
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and the number of minimal prime ideals, then P” = 0. This may be viewed 
as a generalization of Krull’s theorem that Iw = 0 in a local ring or in a 
domain. 
Finally, we show that if R is a right noetherian P.I. ring and I is any ideai, 
then Iw” is idempotent for some natural number n. 
First, we recall that a ring is right fully bounded if every prime factor ring 
satisfies the following hypothesis: Every essential right ideal contains a 
two-sided ideal. For right noetherian rings, this is equivalent to asking that 
the correspondence given by Gabriel between prime ideals and inde- 
composable inject&e right R-modules be bijective [9]. That rings satisfying a 
polynomial identity are right fully bounded was first proved in [I]. The 
conclusion of Theorem 1 was proved by Gabriel under the much stronger 
hypothesis that the ring be a finite module over its center and then, recently, 
by Jategaonkar [S] in a very complicated and difkult proof! in which he 
required that the ring also be left fully bounded. A short elementary proof of 
Theorem 1 as stated is found in [l I]. 
THEOREM I. I_f R is right and left noetherian, left primitive factor rings are 
artinian, and R is right fally bounded, thenJinitely generated essential extensioEc 
of right artinian modules are artinian. 
THEOREM 2. If R satisjies Theorem 1, C is the center of R, and I is an ideal 
such that for any maximal ideal A-, In C C N implies I c X, then if MR is 
aq finitely generated right R-module, 
( ) ‘fj MIn I = ; MIX. tl=l la=1 
Proof. Let E = @:(E(RjR): I _C K is a maximal right ideal). If 
e E E(R/K), K maximal, then eR is artinian by Theorem 1. Let Pi be the 
annihilators of the simple factor modules X,+,/X, in a composition series for 
eR. Clearly, In C _C P, , and assume In CC P< for i <j. Then, if 
c E C n I\Piyl , 0 = ePj_lci = eciPTil . But then P,, = ann(eciR .Q R/K) 2 Pi_Lr 
(eciR f 0; since ci 6 Pj_J, so I E Pj_l , a contradiction. Thus, eI?’ = 0 for 
some n. 
Take 0 f no E M = M/[n~=r A!F)I. Then, there is a nonzero map 
iitR - E. For, if m E nzZ1 MIn, then %R is an R/I module, and so iplR maps 
to a simple homomorphic image of R/I. On the other hand, if m $ nz=‘=, Mm, 
then m E MIrz:M12+1, some k, so that HR + (mR + XW’l)i&rll’+l, and the 
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latter is an R/I module. Thus, we can embed M C-+Q EY, where E’/ denotes a 
product of y copies of E. For /3 < y, pr8 3 g(M) _C E is f.g. (where pr, denotes 
the projection to the /3th component of I?) and so (pra og)(M)P = 0, for 
some K. Thus, if m E nfl AW, then pra c (%) E pr, 0 g(mP) = 0. Thus, 
g(%) = 0. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. If L is a right ideal and J is the Jacobson radical, then 
nfl (L - J”) = L. 
Proof. Take M = R/L and J = I. 
Before proving the next result, we note that Small has constructed an 
example of a ring finite over its center C, such that C is local and the Krull 
intersection theorem fails for certain ideals. Thus, the completeness hypothesis 
of the next theorem is really necessary. 
THEOREM 3. If MR is a$nitely generated R-module, I an ideal of R, and R 
is a$nite module ooer a complete local subring of its center, then 
Proof. Let J = Jac(R) and R,/ J = i?. Then, R is a semisimple Artinian, 
since it is a finite C/p module, where p is the unique maximal ideal of C. 
Since PR _C J and J” C pR (since R/pR is an artinian R module), some 
natural number k, we know that the topologies from J and PR coincide. 
Thus, R is complete in the J-adic topology. We know that I + Jj J = F$, 
with Z, a central idempotent of R. Letting c2 = i - ~~ , we lift e; and c2 to 
e, and ep , idempotents of R [3]. Then, 1 = e, + e, and e,e, = e,e, = 0. 
e,Re, CI + J, so e,Re, C elIel + e, Jel . 
Hence, e, Re,je,Ie, = (e,Re,/e,Iel) e, Je,, . But e, Jel _C Jac(e,Re,), so by 
Xakayama, we have that e,Re, = eIIe, and e,I + Ie, C J. Let K = Ie1k then 
K 2 e,Ie,I = e,Re,I = e,I and K 2 Ie, , so K* 2 Ie, e$ = Ie1I = K. Thus, 
we have that K 2 F for some natural number s. Also, we have that I” C 
K + (J n I)s, for I = e,I + e,I _C K f J n I. Assume by induction that the 
same holds for s. 
Is-1 c KI +- (In J)sI 
CK+ (In J)“e,I+ (In J)“e,l 
c (K + (In J)“)(K + In J). 
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Now, if iWR is any f.g. R-module, 
Since (J n I)” C pR for s sufficiently large, applying the Krull intersection 
theorem to the C-module M/MK, gives 
2 
First, we recall that in [7j, Jategaonkar constructed for every ordinal a, 
a right noetherian domain, in which every right ideal was Z-sided and the 
I&sided ideals were linearly ordered of ordinal type w”. It is clear that if we 
take wa to be the smallest ordinal having some uncountable cardinality (i.e. a 
cardinal), then 1”” + 0 if /I < w*. 
such that Jw” 
For if not, and if /3 was the first ordinal 
= 0, then /3 could not be a limit ordinal (otherwise, we would 
have a cohnal sequence in W& of cardinalityp), and so flz=, (JU”-‘y = 0, wb.ich 
is also clearly impossible. 
THEOREM 4. If I is an ideal in a 7in.g satisfying Theorem 1, s&. that 
I is contained in ail but n( <,m) maximal 2-sided ideals, then I,*+l is idempotent. 
Proof. Eventually, Iw” is idempotent, so we consider the ring R/Im3: and 
the hypothesis still holds. Thus, we assume I contains no idempotent ideal. 
Take x c IW. We know that x & (R x R)g. Let g be any map from the cyclic 
R-module rR + (R x RR)‘,/(R x R)2 onto a simple R-module S. We extend 
tog: R/(R x R)2 --+ B(S). 
Let g(T) = e. The sequence of maximal ideds R,, ,..=, P,, , which are 
annihilators for a composition series of eR, must involve a maximal ideai 
Pi 2 I. For, if not, since x EP, then e,x = 0, but g(i)x = g(x) = 0. On the 
other hand, e(RxR)2 = g(l) (RxR)~ = g(a) = 0: so (RxRy 2 Pi each 
i < m, i.e., x E Pi each i < m. Thus, if MI , Mz : . . . . :I& we the maximal 
ideals not containing I, then I0 c UTir Mi and hence, Iti C ATi , (by the usual 
commutative proof) some i < n. Repeating the argument n times gives the 
result. 
COROLLARY. If the ring aboee has only n maximal ideals and I is an ideal 
containing no idempottxt ideals, then Iw’” = 0. 
We remark that one can have Iw”-* + 0. We give an example for n = 3; 
examples for other n can be constructed similarly. Let K be a field and A!& , 
M2., M3 three maximal ideals of K[x,~] given by (x) $ (yj, (xj + (y - I’,? 
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and (X - 1) + (y - l), respectively. Let R be the semilocal ring obtained by 
localizing at Mr n M2 n M3 and 
S = R,:x(y - 1) (x - 1) R 
% = “ql - (z - 1) (7 - 1))” so WV E Mr~ 
n(y - 1) = “(7 - 1) 3 SO qji - 1) &q’ 
and bv the theorem, M”” = 2 0, 
its Spec is clearly con&ted). 
since our ring contains no idempotents (since 
In the commutative noetherian case, pi? always becomes idempotent, as is 
shown by the next result. 
THEOREM 5. If R is a commutative noetherian ring with n minimal primes 
PI 3 pz ,-*-, P, and I is an ideal containing no idempotents, then IO” is nilpotent. 
Proof. We may assume R contains no idempotents apart from 1, since we 
could write R as a direct sum of such rings and the number of minimal 
primes would decrease. Take M1 maximal, Mr 2 I and suppose Pl C A!ll . 
Take M22 PI and Pz, P3 ,..., P+z (we can since the Spec is connected), so 
suppose M2 2 Pz . Continue and define Mr , :Ilr, ,..., Jl,, such that Pi C Nj 
each i, some j. Then, if 5’ = RLv,n...n;f,, Spec S is clearly connected, so 
applying the previous result (I 0 S)w = 0, , therefore, Iw” c fly P, and 
hence, it is nilpotent. 1 
Our final result shows that if I is an ideal in a right noetherian P.I. ring, 
then Iu” is idempotent for large (finite) n. 
THEOREM 6. Let I be any ideal in the right noetherian PI. ring R. Then, 
Iw” is idempotent for some natural number n. 
Proof. We assume Iw” = 0 for some 01, so I contains no idempotent ideals. 
We may assume R semiprime: 
LEMMA. If W = 0, A’ is a semiprime ideal, and I + K/X is idempotent, 
then 0 # I” is idempotent. 
Proof. Take i1 ,..., i,; E I. Then, 
ij = 1 ajsbjs + nj , aj, , hs E I, for each j, k, s. 
S 
Thus, (il - CS alSblS)(iz - C, a,,b,,) ... (4 - ES akskKs) = 0 and hence, 
. . 
a, ap .. . ir E Ik+l, i.e., Ik = P+l. B ecause N is semiprime IQ g N, I” f 0. I 
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We may also assume R is of minimal p.i_ degree (i.e., the dimension of its 
semisimple quotient ring over the latter’s center), such that the theorem 
fails and among these rings, R has a minimal number of minimal primes. We 
may aiso assume I = rad1 (the prime radical of Ij, since Iw = (rad Qiu. 
If1 SF(R), whereF(R) is the ideal of the center generated by the evaluation 
of some central polynomial for R (see [5]), then we claim that there is a 
minimal prime Pt and an f ~P(R)such thatf” 6 1f Pt , all natural numbers S. 
IfforeachminimalprimeP,,...,P,,fs=i~+p,-,i~~I,andpj~Pj,then 
0 = (Ss - ii) ... (f” - i,) and so fan ~1. But we have taken 1 = rad1, so 
_f~‘l. Thus,f”<I+ PJP t each natural number s. Therefore, I(R!PJ, is a 
proper ideal of (RIP,), (the localization (R/P,); is obtained by adjoining 
f-l), which is a prime Azumaya algebra by Artin’s theorem, thus Iw C P<. 
We now look at the ring R!fl+$ Pj . Here again, lw contains no idempotent 
ideals, so by our assumption on the number of minimal primes, p”” C flr+t Pj ~ 
some k, ~01~’ = 0. 
Kow, suppose 11 F(R). There are two possibilities: 
(a) rad Iw” 1 F(R) all K E N 
(b) radI_’ 2 F(R) some K E N. 
If (b) occurs, then we are once again in the situation discussed in the previous 
paragraphs. If (a) occurs, let R = R/nTzl rad(Iu’), where R is semiprime of 
p.i. degree lower than that of R. Furthermore, we ciaim that 1 contains no 
idempotent ideals. Let D, = rad(lw’) each k and suppose L CI such that 
L =L? + fl DJfi Dzz. Take the first k such that L$ D,: then, 
L = L? + D,/D, . By the above lemma, L w $ Iw’!Im’ is a nonzero idempotent 
ideal contained in l,;IU’, clearly, a contradiction. 1 
The author would like to thank I. Kaplansky for many interesting conversations, 
during which several of the questions answered here arose: as ~~11 as for contributing 
the 2 s 2 matrix example given above. 
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